W. S. DARLEY & CO.
SOME CARE AND HANDLING INSTRUCTIONS
1. DO NOT USE THIS PUMP FOR HOSE TESTING!
2. Avoid unnecessary force and rough handling of parts during disassembly and reassembly.
3. Clean parts thoroughly and maintain free from abrasive foreign matter.
4. Keep bearings in original containers until ready to install.
5. Work with clean tools in clean surroundings during reassembly.
6. Do not bump or abrade machined surfaces, giving special care to wearing surfaces, shaft
shoulders, gear and impeller hub faces, gear teeth, etc.
7. Use an arbor press for forcing press fits whenever possible. If necessary to use a hammer,
use one having soft plastic heads.
8. Use suitable machined and fitted sleeves or bars for forcing or pressing ball bearings and
other parts having press fits.
9. Do not press a ball bearing onto a shaft by forcing against the outer race. Heavy pressure or
impact against bearing balls will damage the bearing and cause premature failure.
10. If necessary to remove a ball bearing from a shaft by forcing against the outer race, the
bearing should be discarded and replaced.
11. When forcing or pressing a bearing or other part onto a tight fitting shaft, the part must be
started square with the shaft and forced on squarely all the way.
12. Clean and oil bearing seats and other parts having press fits to prevent galling.
13. Keep loose parts marked or otherwise identified to avoid errors in assembly.
14. When filling the gearcase with oil, fill it with SAE80W/90 gear lube oil to the bottom of the
oil level plug located on the gear case.
15. Maintain the gearcase oil level every 25 hours, or every 3 months which ever comes first,
and change the oil every 50 hours, or every 6 months, which ever comes first.
IF FURTHER INFORMATION IS NEEDED, CALL W.S. DARLEY & CO. AT
CHIPPEWA FALLS, WI. AT 800-634-7812 or 715-726-2650
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